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Abstract

While good results have been achieved for named entity recognition (NER) in supervised settings, it remains a problem that for low 
resource languages and less studied domains little or no labelled data is available. As NER is a crucial preprocessing step for many natural 
language processing tasks, finding a way to overcome this deficit in data remains of great interest. We propose a distant supervision 
approach to NER that is both language and domain independent where we automatically generate labelled training data using gazetteers 
that we previously extracted from Wikipedia. We test our approach on English, German and Estonian data sets and contribute further by 
introducing several successful methods to reduce the noise in the generated training data. The tested models beat baseline systems and 
our results show that distant supervision can be a promising approach for NER when no labelled data is available. For the English model 
we also show that the distant supervision model is better at generalizing within the same domain of news texts by comparing it against a 
supervised model on a different test set.

1. Introduction
Named entity recognition (NER) has been studied ex-

tensively for widely spoken languages and very good re-
sults have been achieved for many datasets (Ma and Hovy, 
2016; Lample et al., 2016). However, as with any su-
pervised learning task, it remains a problem that the sys-
tem performance is highly dependent on the quality and 
amount of available training data, which is expensive to 
generate and naturally limited in quantity. For many low- 
resource languages there is still little to no labelled data 
for NER available, and even for more widely studied lan-
guages the available data is often limited to a few domains 
such as news articles.

To address this problem, several semi-supervised learn-
ing approaches for NER have been proposed: Riloff et al. 
(1999), Nadeau et al. (2006) and Nadeau (2007) use boot-
strapping techniques to automatically generate large lists 
of different entity types using short lists of seed entities. 
NER is then performed using list lookups and heuristics for 
disambiguation. The main problem with these approaches 
is that relying only on hand-crafted disambiguation heuris-
tics for labelling makes the NER system less flexible as 
the recall is naturally limited to the entities contained in 
the lists.

Urbansky et al. (2011) automatically generate a weakly 
labelled training corpus from the web using short lists of 
preferably unambiguous seed entities for each entity type. 
While they are able to train a system entirely on automat-
ically generated training data that is able to identify previ-
ously unseen entities, they still use hand-crafted rules for 
candidate selection and post-processing, some of which are 
language-specific for English.

Ritter et al. (2011) propose a NER approach for Twitter 
data that relies entirely on distant supervision: To model 
unlabelled entities and their possible types they use topic 
models based on the Freebase1 knowledge base.

1 https://developers.google.com/freebase/

In this paper we propose another distant supervision ap-
proach for NER, which has the main advantage that it does 
not rely on a large knowledge base like Freebase that is 
only available in English, but uses Wikipedia as primary 
knowledge source, which is available in 284 languages 
and constantly grows. Its language independence is what 
makes our approach so attractive, as distant supervision is 
most interesting for less researched languages where high 
quality supervised NER systems may not yet exist. We test 
our approach on English, German and Estonian data. We 
particularly chose Estonian as additional language to test 
our system on, as it is both structurally very different from 
English and German, as well as much less represented in 
the literature with fewer resources available, which makes 
it an ideal candidate to support our claim of language in-
dependence.

2. Distant Supervision for NER

The distant supervision paradigm (Mintz et al., 2009) 
uses knowledge bases to automatically label facts in unan-
notated text to generate labelled training data which can 
then be used to train models in the same way as super-
vised systems. This has the advantage that no annotation 
by hand is required and large amounts of training data can 
be generated with little effort. We apply distant supervision 
to named entity recognition by using gazetteers extracted 
from Wikipedia to identify mentions of named entities in 
unlabelled text. As raw text to be labelled we use a sub-
set of the Gigaword Corpus (Parker et al., 2011) for En-
glish, subsets of the Frankfurter Rundschau Corpus from 
September, October and November 1992 for German, and 
and a subset of the Estonian Reference Corpus (Kaalep 
et al., 2010) consisting of news articles from the Eesti Ek- 
spress and the Postimees newspaper for Estonian. Each 
of the used raw data sets consists of roughly 10,000,000 
tokens.
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2.1. Gazetteers
In this work we distinguish between the commonly 

considered entity types Person (PER), Location (LOC) 
and Organization (ORG). In order to identify candidate 
named entities in the unlabelled data we use gazetteers for 
each entity type that were automatically generated from 
Wikipedia categories. For the English Persons gazetteer, 
we used the list provided by Ratinov and Roth (2009), 
and extracted new lists for the remaining entity types and 
languages. As the German and Estonian Wikipedias are 
smaller than the English one and the resulting lists were 
much shorter, we merged the Persons and Organizations 
lists with the corresponding English ones, as person and 
organization names usually remain the same across lan-
guages. We did not do this for locations as different lan-
guages often use different location names, and merging the 
lists would result in many redundant entries meaning addi-
tional noise.

To further increase the coverage of PER entities, we 
also use a list of the most popular first and last names in 
the United States taken from the web in addition to the 
Wikipedia list. By allowing a free combination of com-
mon first and last names, entities like Mary Kate Smith can 
be recognized as PER even though they might not appear 
in the extracted list from Wikipedia. For German and Esto-
nian the lists of common names were extracted from Wik- 
tionary, and in the case of Estonian again merged with the 
English list. Table 1 shows the number of entries for each 
of the used gazetteers.

Gazetteer English Germ an Estonian
Names 24,570 13,707 24,985
Persons 435,550 545,874 461,264
Locations 167,272 181,371 18,731
Organizations 367,564 469,041 370,279

Table 1: Number of entries in gazetteers.

2.2. Automatic Labelling
Automatic labelling of the training data is performed by 

selecting the longest possible sequences of words matching 
the gazetteers. If a candidate entity appears in more than 
one gazetteer and thus cannot be assigned with an unam-
biguous entity type, it is not labelled in order to avoid false 
positive labels in the generated training data and main-
tain a high precision. As many first and last names are 
actual words, we expect the list of names to be particu-
larly noisy and give preference to the Wikipedia gazetteers. 
This means that if a candidate entity appears in at most one 
Wikipedia gazetteer, but is also a combination of names in 
the names list, it is still labelled with the label correspond-
ing to the Wikipedia gazetteer despite being ambiguous.

2.3. Model Architecture
For the actual named entity recognition task we employ 

a conditional random field (CRF) (Lafferty et al„ 2001), 
which is trained on the automatically generated training 
data using the CRF++2 toolkit. CRFs are typically used

2http://taku910.github.io/crfpp/

for sequential labelling problems and are widely used for 
NER (McCallum and Li, 2003; Tkachenko et ah, 2013). 
We use a basic model similar to the baseline model used by 
Tkachenko et al. (2013) implementing the following fea-
tures: context words of window size 2, POS tags of target 
and context words, orthography (uppercase, capitalized, is- 
Digit, etc.), prefixes and suffixes of length 3. The POS tags 
were generated using the Tree Tagger3 for English and Ger-
man, and the EstNLTK-NLP Toolkit for Estonian (Oras- 
maa et ah, 2016). To represent the NE-tags in the training 
data, we use the widely used BIO scheme (Ramshaw and 
Marcus, 1999).

We chose a basic model over a more complex one that 
would compete better with current state-of-the-art NER 
systems, as the main focus of this work lies in testing the 
potentials of distant supervision for NER, and the effects of 
different automatic labelling schemes can be more clearly 
observed if the system performance does not depend on too 
many other features.

3. Experiments
3.1. Data Sets

We use the following labelled data sets to evaluate our 
distant supervision NER models. From each data set we 
use the respective training set to train a supervised model 
that will later give us the upper bound, and the test set to 
test both the distant supervision and the supervised models. 
English; The ACE-2 Corpus (Mitchell et ah, 2003). The 
corpus distinguishes between the entity types Location and 
GPE (Geo-Political Entity), but we do not make this dis-
tinction and treat them both as LOC. The corpus also con-
tains labels for Facilities which we ignore.
German: The German portion of the CoNLL-2003 data 
(Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003). We ignore the 
very general entity label MISC used by CoNLL in our eval-
uation.
Estonian: The Estonian NER corpus (Tkachenko et ah, 
2013).

Table 2 shows the number of entities for each test set 
and entity type, as well as the percentage of them covered 
by the gazetteers. We can see that especially for ORG enti-
ties the coverage is very low, so we can expect lower results 
there, as the coverage will probably also be low for the un-
labelled data, which will reflect badly on the quality of the 
generated training data.

English
total cov. (%)

G erm an
total cov. (%)

Estonian
total cov. (%)

PER 1,037 60.66 1,400 46.21 5,762 40.78
LOC 1,065 70.99 1,169 66.12 5,724 70.46
ORG 766 41.38 1,239 28.81 3,939 16.32

Table 2: Number of entities in the test sets, and the per-
centage of them covered by the gazetteers.

3.2. Labelling Schemes and Results
One of the greatest challenges of distant supervision is 

to use the available knowledge sources in a way that keeps

3http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger/
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Labelling
Scheme PER

English
LOC ORG Avg. PER

Germ an
LOC ORG Avg. PER

Estonian
LOC ORG Avg.

Baseline 55.02 40.45 39.31 45.42 57.35 38.16 38.48 45.29 56.29 49.02 19.72 43.37
Naive 56.25 42.10 36.34 45.37 54.31 37.61 37.22 43.56 58.28 68.23 19.46 49.90

Heuristics 60.15 67.93 47.79 58.35 56.10 46.45 40.84 47.79 58.81 70.26 19.89 50.85
Classifier 69.78 72.27 52.23 64.66 58.68 49.93 39.57 49.10 60.57 68.54 18.59 50.66
Retagging 76.02 73.79 59.79 69.93 65.68 54.84 48.71 56.41 66.08 71.54 21.40 54.62

Upper Bound 83.91 86.20 70.23 80.02 74.91 67.95 69.33 71.03 87.66 83.04 73.79 82.20

Table 3: F1 scores for all tested labelling schemes and entity types. The upper bound is defined by a supervised system, the 
best results for distant supervision are printed in bold type.

the level of noise in the generated training data as low as 
possible while identifying as many entities as possible. To 
achieve this we test different labelling schemes described 
below for generating the training data. The resulting mod-
els are evaluated against a baseline system (see below) and 
an upper bound defined by a supervised system that was 
trained using the same model architecture as the distant su-
pervision systems.

The performance of the models is measured using to-
ken level macro-average -scores for each entity type, the 
overall system performance is measured using a weighted 
average. The results for all tested models and languages 
are shown in Table 3.
Baseline: The baseline system uses the basic automatic 
labelling approach described in section 2.2. directly on the 
test set, rather than using it to generate training data and 
then train a model. This means that it is limited to the 
entities present in the gazetteers and does not take context 
into account.
Naive Labelling: Models are trained on training data gen-
erated using the basic labelling scheme described in sec-
tion 2.2.. We call it naive because it simply ignores am-
biguous entities. Unsurprisingly the performance is poor, 
in many cases even slightly worse than the baseline. 
Heuristics: Simple heuristics are used to reduce the noise 
in the generated labels and dissolve some of the ambigui-
ties.

• Use a list of stop words to prevent them from being la-
belled as named entities, as they are a high source of
noise when appearing at the beginning of a sentence
in their capitalized version, matching a gazetteer en-
try.

• Never label months or days of the week as named en-
tities. They are a second high source of noise as they
can often be person or organization names.

• Use a list of all country, capital city and federal state
names to ensure that they are always labelled as LOC.
Unlike a clean list of all locations in the world, this
list is well defined, and even though some of the
names may be ambiguous, we can safely assume that
they will refer to the locations in most cases.

Using the above heuristics leads to consistent improve-
ments for all entity types in all languages, while the posi-
tive effect is most pronounced for English and only small

for Estonian. By far the biggest improvement over the 
naive system can be observed for the recognition of LOC 
entities, as countries, capital cities and states are among the 
most frequent LOC entities in the ACE training data (they 
make up 47.18% of them in total), but many of them were 
not recognized by the naive system, as they appear in more 
than one gazetteer.
Classifier for Labelling: In order to achieve more efficient 
noise reduction on the generated labels without having to 
come up with a long list of hand-crafted rules, we trained a 
simple RandomForest classifier to predict the entity types 
of candidate entities using the Weka software (Hall et al., 
2009; Breiman, 2001).

The classifier is trained on candidate entities extracted 
from 1000 seed sentences from the ACE training data. 
Training on candidate entities matched by the gazetteers 
rather than on all entities labelled in the training data en-
sures that the classifier is trained on samples similar to 
those it will later have to make predictions on, and that 
there will be positive as well as negative samples. The fea-
tures for the classifier are listed in Table 4.

As the classifier is trained without any contextual in-
formation it can be used for any domain and only needs to 
be trained once. In fact, it can even be used for languages 
other than English if equivalent knowledge sources needed 
for feature extraction are available, as the distribution of 
features should remain roughly the same. We show that 
this is possible by using only the classifier trained on En-
glish samples to improve the quality of our German and 
Estonian NER systems.

Feature Explanation

month or weekday boolean
country or capital boolean
population estimate taken from available census data (0 if 

not listed)
word frequency from generated frequency list
capitalization Uppercase, Lowercase, Capitalized, 

CamelCase or Other
number of words to capture multi-word entities
length number of characters
presence in lists boolean, one feature for each gazetteer

Table 4: Features used by the RandomTree classifier used 
to make labelling predictions.

Retagging: The number of entities labelled during the au-
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tomatic labelling process using any of the above methods 
is naturally limited by the number of (unambiguous) enti-
ties present in the gazetteers. We increase the number of 
labelled entities in the training data by retagging it after 
it has been used to train a first model. If new entities are 
tagged with a probability above a certain threshold, the la-
bels in the training data are updated and then a new model 
can be trained. We found that the positive effect of retag-
ging can be enhanced if the models are first trained with 
fewer token specific features, namely only context words 
and POS tags. When using the additional features (orthog-
raphy, prefixes, suffixes), the models tend to overfit to the 
training data, and identify fewer new entities. Retagging 
leads to a big boost in performance and the best results 
were achieved by combining the classifier described above 
with the retagging approach. The results presented in Ta-
ble 3 were obtained after 10 retagging iterations and then 
training a CRF on the resulting data using the full feature 
set again.

The proposed noise reduction methods prove to be par-
ticularly effective for PER and LOC entities where we can 
see a big improvement over the baselines. The improve-
ments for ORG entities are less pronounced, and especially 
for Estonian there is only little improvement over the base-
line. This can be explained by the low coverage of ORG 
entities in the gazetteers as can be seen in Table 2.

3.3. Evaluation against the Supervised Model on a 
Different Test Set

As expected, the supervised models that we trained for 
comparison perform considerably better than the distant 
supervision models. Not only are the supervised models 
trained on manually annotated data, they are also trained 
on data that is structurally very similar to the test data as 
they come from the same data sets, which gives the super-
vised models an additional advantage over the distant su-
pervision models when evaluated on those test sets. To get 
another comparison of our best distant supervision model 
(referred to as Retagging above) for English against the 
supervised model trained on the ACE-2 training data, we 
tested both models on the English test set of the CoNLL- 
2003 corpus. As both the ACE-2 as well as the CoNLL- 
2003 data sets consist of news stories, even if drawn from 
different sources, the supervised model should still per-
form reasonably well on the CoNLL-2003 test set. The 
results both the distant supervision model and the super-
vised model are shown in Table 5.

We can see that the supervised model achieves much 
lower scores on the CoNLL data set while the distant su-
pervision model gets only slightly lower scores, resulting 
in both models having a very similar performance on the 
new data set. For LOC entities the distant supervision 
model even clearly beats the supervised model, which may 
however at least partly be due to the fact that we combined 
the GPE and Location categories in the ACE-2 data to a 
single category, and that the annotation guidelines for LOC 
are slightly different for the CoNLL data.

Nevertheless, the fact that the distant supervision 
model gets better results on the CoNLL data than the su-
pervised model, and that the difference in performance is

much stronger for the latter, shows that our distant su-
pervision model is better at generalizing due to the much 
larger training set while the supervised model appears a 
little overfitted to the ACE-2 training data.

M odel PER LOC ORG Avg.
Distant supervision 
Supervised

71.30
75.52

71.98
57.89

41.19
43.13

62.91
61.25

Table 5: T\ scores of the English distant supervision (re-
tagging) model and the supervised model tested on the 
CoNLL-2003 test set.

4. Conclusion
We have tested a distant supervision approach for 

named entity recognition that relies entirely on free knowl-
edge sources available for many languages, and requires no 
labelled training data, which makes it domain and language 
independent. While the performance is still below equally 
trained supervised NER systems, the tested models easily 
beat baseline systems, and for English we showed that the 
distant supervision model is less prone to overfitting and 
better at generalizing than the supervised model. We also 
tested several methods for reducing the noise in the auto-
matically generated labels and found that particularly the 
retagging approach, where we used models trained on the 
generated data to label that data again and reduce the noise 
lead to the biggest improvements in performance. Overall, 
our models yield promising results especially for Person 
and Location entities, making distant supervision a good 
option for cases where training data may not be available 
for specific languages or domains.

We evaluated the benefits of distant supervision on 
NER only on a basic CRF model, which even when trained 
on supervised data is far from producing state-of-the-art 
results. We expect that distant supervision systems will 
also be able to achieve much better results if trained on 
more advanced systems, so our next step will be to ap-
ply the proposed approach to bidirectional LSTMs, which 
currently mark the state-of-the-art in NER (Ma and Hovy, 
2016; Lample et al., 2016).
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